UNTOLD is a global storytelling movement mining the
unknown tales of humanity. Consisting of dynamic
photojournalism, a film series, podcast and theatrical
experience, UNTOLD exposes the remarkable stories of
ordinary people-- giving voice to life’s diverse experiences,
challenges and vulnerabilities in a mission that unites us
all.
UNTOLD captures the essence of truth in a world of
unspoken and silent topics. From mobile, social, web and
television, to stage and print, UNTOLD will draw in an
audience craving to go deeper to discover the heart and
hope of the human spirit.
UNTOLD uncovers acts of random kindness and its ripple
effects and extreme compassion in a non-judgmental,
non-politicized platform—just humanity at its best.

Photo/Essay Blog
__________________________

UNTOLD offers an online blog inviting every viewer
to share their own stories via an online portal at
UNTOLDProject.org. The diary-style entries capture
the raw emotions of individual life journeys where,
for a moment, you walk along side and experience
their story from their own voice.
Through the brilliant photojournalism of Lorna
Dancey and heartfelt story-gathering of Karen
Shayne, this compelling library grows and shares on
a daily basis, feeding the video series and
expanding the reach of the different facets of the
UNTOLD project. Each story expands upon the
individual path of the journey and the communal
experience of the outcome, with the writer owning
the badge of mentorship and the reader building on
the strengths of those who have traveled before
them along similar paths.

__________________________

UNTOLD The Series was created and is hosted by Karen
Shayne, an American cancer survivor who hails from
Nashville, TN. She is accompanied by photojournalist,
Lorna Dancey, from Edmonton, Alberta Canada whose
'Scars Project’ and “State of Mind” storytelling exhibit
attracted international attention. Together, this duo will
criss-cross both countries to find extraordinary stories
within the ordinary, everyday lives of people courageous
enough to share them with the world.

UNTOLD is in partnership with multi-Emmy winning
Executive Producer, Marcia Mulé and will be distributed
by the upcoming Chicken Soup for the Soul Entertainment
OTT/Crackle. Each episode is a stylized and seamless
cinematic journey that promises to entertain and inspire
change. Lorna’s photography will come alive and the
emotions provoked by Karen will make way for the moving
messages of hope that will take center stage as insightful
conversation ensues.

Podcast
__________________________

The UNTOLD. Podcast shares intimate and thoughtprovoking conversations behind the UNTOLD Project.
In every weekly Podcast, Karen & Lorna peel back the
layers and reveal honest, true thoughts and
‘take-aways’ on people they have met and stories
shared. Each conversation showcases the fact we all
have a story within us and those stories can be told to
help others create a ripple effect.
The UNTOLD Podcast gives the listener and storyteller
a safe place to be vulnerable and to create change in
their corner of the world.
The UNTOLD Podcast travels with listeners ‘on the go’
and at home and combines the intimacy of the ladies
‘fireside chats’ with the modern-day podcaster’s
appetite for thought provoking and relatable truth and
insight.

The LIVE Production
__________________________

UNTOLD Live! breaks through the traditional stage
production and offers a unique theatrical experience,
engaging audiences in the unexpected lend of art,
spoken word, poetry, music and thought-provoking
conversations.
UNTOLD LIVE a national touring event combining the
threads of individual stories gifted to the hearts of
every audience member.
UNTOLD. LIVE’s platform leaps into the outer
boundaries of darkness and carefully carries you back
into the light, sparking insight and inspiration to
recharge every life. Long after the lights have dimmed,
the heart sparks will carry these stories onward, and
the voices will ring in the retelling, opening hearts
beyond the stage doors. Live production coming 2022.

Exhibits & Projects
__________________________

Through our unique photo exhibits via creative
storytelling opportunities, we partner with schools,
communities and organizations to capture the
essence of the UNTOLD truth in a world of unspoken
and silent topics and to give people a safe place free
of judgment to talk about their experiences.
Like the other facets of UNTOLD, our special projects
provide opportunities to allow individuals to be heard,
to inspire hope, compassion and change, to educate
and raise awareness through bring back the art of
conversation.
Our special projects include participation with mission
filled organizations and advocacy groups where
UNTOLD personalizes each extraordinary exhibit to
their community to create awareness. Our projects
have been showcased in schools, places of
businesses, international conferences and other public
entities across the Canada.

The Book
__________________________

UNTOLD - The Book is a heartfelt, hopeful, and inspiring
collection of visually stimulating photographs and stories
capturing the spirit of life’s journeys.
When these stories are bound together, they become a sort
of map to help us all navigate the journey brimming with
words of wisdom from people who have ‘been there.’ Like
the blog, The UNTOLD Book will light a pathway. Each story
will encourage a beacon of hope for others to follow by
sharing insights and lessons learned to ultimately inspire.
Each short story will show us that everyone has knowledge
and wisdom to share. Readers will be encouraged to
challenge and alter their mindsets to offer a refreshing and
new outlook with kindness and compassion. Finally, each
book entry will show how sharing your story is therapeutic
and healing to both individuals and society as a whole,
learning that regardless of who we are, we are not so
different from others. Book coming 2022.

Contact
__________________________

For more information on the
UNTOLD Project please contact:
Karen Shayne
Nashville, TN
615-495-4555
Website:
UntoldProject.org

